Choose books. Choose a genre. Choose an author. Choose a series. Choose a flipping big bookshelf. Choose e-books, audiobooks, books on CD and on radio. Choose health books, high literacy and information. Choose a library. Choose graphic novels. Choose your friends based on what they read. Choose first editions with dust jackets. Choose a story in a range of fantastic formats. Choose books on DIY and wondering what the heck to read on a Sunday morning. Choose sitting on that couch reading mind-opening spirit-lifting stories, stuffing tasty junk food into your mouth. Choose drifting away at the end of it all, reading your last in a lovely home, nothing more than a delight to the giving, well-adjusted children you have brought up to replace yourself. Choose your future. Choose life… But why wouldn’t I want to do a thing like that? I chose not to drop out: I chose something else. And the reasons? There are no reasons. Who needs reasons when you’ve got reading material?

Choose your future

Choose Books.